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Black and green: the future of Indigenous–
environmentalist relations in Australia
Jenny Pickerill
Department of Geography, University of Sheﬃeld, England

ABSTRACT

Indigenous–environmental relations in Australia have a diﬃcult history. Two
examples from ﬁeldwork in northern Australia – the Wild Rivers campaign in
Queensland and contestations over Walmadan (James Price Point) in Western
Australia – facilitate exploration of the contrast between the sustained, multiple and detailed eﬀorts that environmental groups have put into black–green
relations, and the public perception that environmentalists do not care about
Indigenous people. The multiple competing political narratives of diﬀerent
Indigenous activists and environmental organisations around notions of environment and economy are identiﬁed. This detailed analysis suggests that
environmentalists need to advocate for a peopled-landscape and all activists
must engage in a more nuanced discussion and understanding of diverse
forms of economy.
KEYWORDS Indigenous; environmentalist; activism; Cape York; Wild Rivers; James Price Point

Introduction
Relations between Indigenous and environmental activists have historically
been strained (Vincent and Neale 2016). There are numerous examples
worldwide of Indigenous peoples (those who assert Traditional Ownership,
and cultural heritage, over particular lands) struggling with the consequences of environmental organisations’ actions. This has included
Indigenous people being pushed oﬀ land to make way for the creation of
National Parks, new legislation being introduced which limits Indigenous
people’s use of resources they have traditionally consumed (such as limitations on what and how animals can be hunted) and a lack of consultation
with Indigenous people as to future uses of land for which they assert
traditional ownership (Poirer and Ostergren 2002, Adams and Milligan
2003).
The often-fractious relationships between Indigenous people and
environmental organisations are of particular interest because of recent
public disputes in Australia, such as around the Wild Rivers Act, where
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Indigenous leaders accused environmental groups of racism and colonialism. Such contestations have been framed as environmental protection
taking precedence over economic opportunities for Indigenous people,
and raise concerns about the eﬀectiveness and outcomes of environmentalism (Vincent and Neale 2017). The term ‘environmentalist’ also has an
antagonistic legacy and a ﬁxed exclusionary ontology in Australia that
has alienated a variety of sectors of society over the years and overshadows contemporary attempts at collaboration. I explore how better
relations can be built between environmentalists and Indigenous activists
that would improve both social justice and environmental outcomes
for all.
In Australia, signiﬁcant changes to the economy (notably the resource
‘boom’), land rights (increased Indigenous control of land through a variety
of instruments) and an increasing focus on the future of the north (with its
far greater concentrations of Indigenous people) are creating new ‘geographies of conservation and Indigenous land’ (Moorcroft and Adams 2014, p.
485). In these emerging geographies, environmental groups are increasingly
working in regions of Australia where Indigenous communities have legal
title to lands. Without adequate discussion, collaboration and Indigenous
self-determination, Indigenous–environmental relations can be problematic
(Smith 2005a, Barbour and Schlesinger 2012). There are multiple pressures
on such relations including the diversity of Indigenous political positions,
mainstream media reporting, the power of the resource sector, the inequity
of native title deliberations and the urgent needs of Indigenous communities (Ritter 2014, Land 2015).
Australia is a primary resource provider in a growing global resource
market (Schandl and West 2012). Its resource sector has enjoyed a ﬁnancial
boom that has supported a powerful resource industry lobby and state
government support for further growth (Bishop et al. 2013,
O’Faircheallaigh 2013, Brueckner et al. 2014). The rapid growth in global
demand for mineral and energy resources has had a direct impact; the rise
in commodity prices made mining more proﬁtable, with the result that
mining dominates Australian exports more than in previous booms
(Measham et al. 2013). Even as commodity prices ﬂuctuated, Australia
has identiﬁed new primary resources to respond to changed demands, so
that ‘Australia could become the world’s largest liqueﬁed natural gas (LNG)
exporter by 2021’ (Espig and de Rijke 2016, p. 82). This growth and reliance
on natural resource extraction has immediate and substantial impacts on
particular places, predominantly northern non-urban regions often with
signiﬁcant Indigenous presence. This resources ‘boom’ generates increasing
critical pressure on certain environments (Hodgkinson et al. 2014), communities (Haslam Mckenzie 2013) and economies (Prior et al. 2012),
including concentration of resource extraction industries, loss of other
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forms of economy, negative environmental impacts and uneven wealth
distribution.
The terms ‘Indigenous’ and ‘environmentalist’ are used here as descriptors
while acknowledging that they are broad and contested categories. In particular, Indigenous identity is ﬂuid and complex, and in regions such as the
Kimberley there is a long ancestry of mixed descent genealogies with East
Asian communities (Ganter et al. 2006). In many ways, these are false
categories that hide great complexity, but they are employed as useful political
signiﬁers and devices while acknowledging that the terms can be problematic
(Land 2015). Likewise, the terms ‘environment’ and ‘country’ are used to
signify diﬀerent conceptualisations of nature (Rose 2004, Black 2011, Bawaka
Country et al. 2013). ‘Country’ is an Indigenous concept that encapsulates
place (land and sea) and all its inherent relations, beings and value (including
people), while ‘environment’ is used here to represent environmentalists’ use
of the term, often a form of pristine ‘ﬁrst nature’ (Jackson 1995).
Understanding Indigenous–environmental relations, and therefore identifying possible ways forward for the future, requires detailed analysis of
how speciﬁc campaigns worked (or why they did not). Using recent examples of environmental and Indigenous campaigns in northern Australia –
the Wild Rivers campaign and contestations over Walmadan (known by
settlers as James Price Point) in Queensland and Western Australia respectively – I examine the complexity of Indigenous–environmental relations
and, thereby, the future of environmental organisations in Australia. I do
this by identifying the multiple competing political narratives of diﬀerent
Indigenous activists and environmental organisations around notions of
environment and economy. The construction of these contrasting political
positions is then critically analysed to examine how activists have sought to
justify or navigate them and therefore what potential exists for future
moments of alliance.

Methodology
My research was conducted in two separate ﬁeld trips in 2005 and 2011 to
northern Australia, both conducted with the intent of examining how
Australian environmental organisations were engaging with, and responding to, Indigenous claims. Each trip lasted 3 months but, for a nonIndigenous English academic, both trips were ultimately short-term and
extractive. In both cases, data collection ﬁnished before the campaigns
ended; thus this research is a snapshot of each case, with some activists
coming to prominence after the data collection period. The research was
intended as a precursor to longer-term engagement that would have
allowed more Indigenous-led collaboration, but funding and other circumstances precluded this.
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These two regions and the speciﬁc campaigns around the Wild Rivers Act
and proposed development at Walmadan were chosen because they were
sites of high proﬁle international environmental campaigns, on land assertively claimed as Indigenous; both triggered public Indigenous backlash
against the environmental organisations involved, and the conﬂicts were
around a legal framework that facilitated state government power and delegitimised Indigenous concerns. They are also quite diﬀerent in that the Wild
Rivers Act was a state-led attempt at environmental protection supported by
some environmental organisations, and the development at Walmadan was a
state-supported attempt to industrialise, with likely negative implications for
the environment. Both cases, however, compromised environmentalists’
notions of an ‘untouched’ (or ‘ﬁrst’ nature) environment.
Material was collated through 53 in-depth interviews: 22 with activists
involved in environmental campaigns in Cape York (Queensland), and 31
with activists in the Kimberley (Western Australia). In each region, just over
a third of activists interviewed self-identiﬁed as Indigenous. Activists, identiﬁed as people actively involved in environmental campaigns, whether as
supporters or objectors, included a broad range of types of group and
organisation (Table 1). All interviewees were given verbal and written information about the project, signed consent forms and were given an opportunity to withdraw from the project at any time. Secondary material was
collated from Australian University archives, Indigenous organisations and
their records, public museums and state libraries, environmental organisations’ libraries, campaign leaﬂets and ﬂyers, and Indigenous autobiographies.

Wild Rivers, Cape York
Cape York Peninsula, in the far north of Queensland, has been a site of
environmental campaigns for decades with protests about the protection of
Starke, the McIlwraith Range and Shelburne Bay leading to the creation of
National Parks, their associated environmental protection and Indigenous
perceptions of dispossession (Figure 1) (Smith 2005a). The region is threatened
by land clearing (often through burning) for pastoralism, mining, and overuse
and pollution of waterways (Ockwell and Rydin 2006, Schneiders 2006). Cape
York is also home to the world’s largest mine, Rio Tinto Alcan, at Weipa
(Slater 2013). Pastoralism is a key economic activity in the region ‘the foundation for the lived experience of the regional landscape among the senior
generations of Aboriginal families across the region’ (Smith 2005b, p. 227).
Recently, there were renewed calls to ‘develop’ the region by improving roads
and building extensive rainwater capture and irrigation systems, further
extending its use for food production and cattle ranching.
Cape York’s population is approximately 45% Indigenous, signiﬁcantly more
than the Australian national average of 3% (Kimberley Law and Culture Centre
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Table 1. Organisations and groups included in research.
Region
Kimberley, Western
Australia

Type of organisation
National environmental
organisations

Kimberley-based
environmental groups
Kimberley Indigenous
organisations

Cape York,
Queensland

National environmental
organisations
Queensland-based
environmental groups

Queensland Indigenous
organisations

Interviews conducted with activists from
The Greens
The Wilderness Society (TWS)
WWF
PEW Charitable Trust
Conservation Volunteers
EcoTrust Australia
Environs Kimberley (EK)
Birdwood Downs
Save the Kimberley
Kimberley Land Council (KLC)
Nulungu Research Institute
Yawuru Group
Madjulla
Nyikina
Middle Lagoon
Two Moons
KRED Enterprises
The Wilderness Society
WWF
Australian Conservation Foundation (ACF)
Friends of the Earth Brisbane
Northern Australia Environmental Alliance
North Queensland Conservation Council
Burdekin Dry Tropics Board
Cairns and Far North Environment Centre
(CAFNEC)
Mossman Gorge Aboriginal Community
Indigenous Enterprise Partnerships
Balkanu Cape York Development Corporation
Bamanga Bubu Ngadimunku Inc
Wuthathi Tribal Council
North Australian Indigenous Land and Sea
Management Alliance

2006). Land tenure is complicated: although Indigenous people tend not to own
land under freehold title, they are heavily involved in the governance of land
through statutory arrangements such as Indigenous Land Use Agreements, land
grants, co-management arrangements, and Indigenous Protected Areas (IPAs),
Indigenous pastoral leases and Native Title determination (Muller 2003,
Langton et al. 2005).
The Wild Rivers Act (Qld) 2005 was a commitment by the Queensland
government to identify and protect ‘near-pristine’ rivers (Neale 2011). Four
rivers were declared ‘Wild Rivers’ in Cape York (Wenlock, Archer, Stewart
and Lockhart Rivers). The Act itself had limited regulatory power; certain
developments were prohibited in a 1-km High Preservation Area buﬀer
around designated rivers but if proposed developments were deemed unlikely to aﬀect the health of the river they were permitted (Marks 2007). The
Act proved deeply controversial (Altman 2010, Smith 2012). It received
signiﬁcant support from environmental organisations, particularly The
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Figure 1. Cape York Peninsula, Queensland.

Wilderness Society (TWS), but Indigenous people were divided. Eventually,
in June 2014, a Federal Court judge declared that the original three rivers
determined as Wild Rivers in Cape York (Archer, Stewart and Lockhart
Rivers) were declared without due process and without enough consultation
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with Traditional Owners and these rivers were delisted. Instead, the
Queensland government sought to implement its plan for environmental
management areas through the Regional Planning Interests Act(2014) in
order to supersede what was left of the Act.

Walmadan (James Price Point), Kimberley
The Kimberley, in the north of Western Australia, has strong similarities
with Cape York. Also in the tropical north, it is considered ‘one of the most
ecologically diverse areas in the world . . . a biodiversity hotspot’ (Beazley, in
Laurie 2010, i). Like Cape York, approximately 50% of its population
identiﬁes as Indigenous. Since settlers arrived in the region, Indigenous
people have been massacred, dispossessed from their land, language and
culture, and forced to work for little payment. Most recently, in 2014, the
Western Australian state government announced plans to close 150
‘remote’ Indigenous communities on the premise of economic necessity
and social policy advantages, a proposal roundly criticised for being yet
another colonial act of dispossession (Howitt and McLean 2015).
The Kimberley has long been a site of settler attempts to generate
income from cattle and sheep stations, cotton farms and mining. Largescale irrigation projects were built to provide water for pastoralism and
mining, and excluded the rights of Indigenous people to the land or water
resources implicated (Lane 2004, McLean 2012, 2014). Resource extraction
(particularly diamond, nickel and iron mines) has been on-going since the
1970s but at a relatively small scale. The ﬁrst commercial diamond mine,
Argyle in the East Kimberley, oﬃcially opened in 1985. Only since 2000 has
the region become a focus of Federal and international attention as a site of
potential industrialisation, with plans to extend activities into gas, oil,
copper, bauxite, silver, lead, plutonium, palladium, coal, zinc, lead, uranium
and base metal extraction (Figure 2).
Despite the signiﬁcant Indigenous presence, little land in the Kimberley
has been returned to Indigenous communities via Native Title declarations.
Instead, land is largely owned either by the state or private entities, particularly large-scale cattle farms and mining interests and only ‘1% of state waters
and 6% of the terrestrial landscape is protected’ (Martin Pritchard, Environs
Kimberley, Broome, interview). There are a few, small, National Parks at
Mitchell River, Drysdale River, Purnululu, Geikie Gorge, Brooking Gorge,
and Windjana Gorge, and four additional reserves and conservation parks,
but a much greater proportion of the region is protected as IPAs. There are
often promises to protect more of the region and in 2011 the Federal
Government announced that 19 million hectares would be heritage listed.
In 2009 the Western Australian government chose Walmadan (James
Price Point) on the Dampier Peninsula, just north of Broome, as the site for
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Figure 2. Existing and proposed resource extraction projects in the Kimberley, Western
Australia.

a new Browse LNG gas processing plant. The development was lead by
Woodside Energy Ltd, but also involved (at diﬀerent stages) Shell, BP,
PetroChina, Chervon, Japan Australia LNG (a joint venture of Mitsubishi
and Mitsui) and BHP Billiton Petroleum, with the intention that the gas
extracted could be used to power the expanding extraction industries across
the region (Stephenson and Hunter 2014).
Walmadan is on land without formal Indigenous ownership though it is
the traditional home of the Jabirr Jabirr and Goolarabooloo people who
submitted a joint Native Title claim for much of the bottom south-west
corner of the peninsula. The Goolarabooloo people established the Lujujarri
cultural heritage trail from Minarriny to Yinara (Figure 3). A celebration of
Indigenous culture and knowledge, it connects key spiritual sites and
traditional campsites along the west coast of Dampier Peninsula;
Walmadan is a key point along the trail. The trail follows the path of the
Song Cycle and is used as an important cultural teaching space. Despite
being relatively close to Broome (32 miles north), the regional capital,
Walmadan has little infrastructure and few services, access is via red
sandy tracks, water is from boreholes and electricity is from generators.
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Figure 3. Location of Walmadan (James Price Point) and Lujujarri cultural heritage trail
on Dampier Peninsula, Kimberley, Australia.
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Any development, especially industrial, would likely radically alter the
peninsula (Muir 2012).
The State government and Woodside sought to make a deal with the
Kimberley Land Council (KLC), the peak regional Indigenous body, to
support the gas development in exchange for AUS$1.5 billion in compensation over 30 years (Ruiz Wall 2010), money that would fund Indigenous
projects across the whole of the Kimberley region. But by the end of 2009
the mandate of the KLC (led by Wayne Bergmann) to secure the deal,
which it supported, was challenged by a number of Traditional Owners.
After 18 months of wrangling, and a Federal Court decision that removed a
key Indigenous opposition ﬁgure – Joseph Roe – a Goolarabooloo
Traditional Owner from legally representing Goolarabooloo interests,
there was a vote in May 2011 where 60% (164–108 votes) of Jabirr Jabirr
and Goolarabooloo Traditional Owners supported accepting the gas
development.
Objectors continued to legally challenge the proposed development and
in December 2011 the Supreme Court of Western Australia ruled that the
State’s attempt to compulsorily acquire land for the Browse LNG was
invalid. Regardless, in 2012, the national Environmental Protection
Authority and State Government gave environmental approval for the
project. Finally, in April 2013, Woodside withdrew from the development
and in August 2013 the Supreme Court of Western Australia blocked any
further development of the Browse LNG plant at Walmadan (Wilderness
Society 2013). By 2016, Woodside was developing a ﬂoating LNG hub to
extract the gas from the Browse Basin oﬀ the coast of the Dampier
Peninsula.

Competing political narratives
Indigenous–environmental relations in these two case studies can be
categorised into four competing political narratives, which are explored
in turn.

Indigenous advocates for economic development
In Cape York most controversy was around the declaration of the Wenlock
Basin. Noel Pearson, an Indigenous activist and Director of the Cape York
Institute, publically led opposition arguing that declaring Wenlock River a
‘Wild River’ made a proposed bauxite mine near Mapoon unfeasible, and
that this would unfairly hinder Indigenous economic development (Neale
2011). Pearson described the Wild Rivers Act as a new wave of colonialism
(Slater 2013), and argued that
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The Wild Rivers Act strips Indigenous people of the right to determine and
develop priorities and strategies for the development of their lands. Land and
water and the right to ‘speak for country’ and to make decisions about
country is at the core of Aboriginal tradition. (Pearson 2010, p. 7)

Pearson presented a simpliﬁed version of Cape York politics for the
national audience, and was given signiﬁcant publicity by The Australian
newspaper and opposition politicians. He advocated large-scale industrial
development to secure the future of Indigenous people, and that such
development should directly beneﬁt Indigenous communities.
In the Kimberley, Wayne Bergmann argued that environmental groups
failed to understand the extent and urgency of the economic issues facing
Indigenous people:
If you use the gas project as a case study, no one was here helping us. No
environmental groups were helping us. Even now, even after we’ve done all
the social awareness of our plight, they’re still not knocking on our door to
help us. All they are good at is criticising us. (Wayne Bergmann, KRED, ExChair of KLC, Broome, interview)

Other members of the KLC also publically objected to the presence and
involvement of environmentalists:
They’ve [environmental groups] cost us a lot in legal fees in their challenge.. .
. Their approach to attack Indigenous people was the wrong approach,
because we’re the victims in this process and they should have supported
us. (Anthony Watson, KLC, Jabirr Jabirr Traditional Owner, Broome,
interview)

In both cases there were regional Indigenous leaders who advocated the
pragmatic necessity of industrial development for the sake of Indigenous
survival, and argued that environmental groups were preventing
Indigenous economic autonomy. This approach focused on the need for
large-scale development projects that should compensate Traditional
Owners for their land, beneﬁt all Indigenous communities and provide
Indigenous employment. Indeed, in recent years Indigenous communities
have negotiated better outcomes and signiﬁcant gains from extractive
industries (Doohan 2008, O’Faircheallaigh 2013).
Environmental groups’ vision of ‘saving’ the environment
TWS is the best example of a group seeking to ‘save’ the environment. Its
campaign slogans, literature and imagery communicated a beautiful empty
landscape that needed supporters’ help to be ‘saved’ from a variety of
destructive threats. In the mid-2000s, TWS had launched a new national
programme called ‘WildCountry’ (Pickerill 2008), which aimed to connect
and protect large-scale corridors of biodiversity across Australia. It was
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founded in a belief that protecting small-disjointed pockets of land was
insuﬃcient to sustain a variety of environments and ﬂora and fauna.
Rather, species needed to be able to travel across and between landscapes,
and this required incorporating a variety of environments (such as desert
and bushland) along with landscape types they had historically protected
(old growth forests and rivers).
Lyndon Schneiders, then Cape York and Far-North Australia
Campaigner for TWS, argued that the term was intended to bridge ‘wilderness’ with the Indigenous concept of ‘country’;
that’s why we dubbed it Wild Country – it was an attempt to keep the best of
the idea and the movement of essentially the white folk that are supporting
the stuﬀ in southern Australia, at the same time recognising that in northern
Australia there is no wilderness. (interview)

Wild Country mapped neatly into supporting the Wild Rivers Act, but
consequently TWS was criticised for continuing to use language – ‘wild’
and ‘wilderness’ – that implied an absence of people from the environment.
TWS had an enduring interest in the Kimberley since the 1980s. Its’
‘Save the Kimberley’ campaign was primarily orchestrated from its State
headquarters 1400 miles south in Perth, but they worked in conjunction
with Environs Kimberley (EK). Its key campaign messages objected to the
Browse LNG proposal because of the likely disruption to whale migration
paths down the west of Dampier Peninsula, and the contribution that
burning the extracted gas would make to climate change. TWS campaign
literature was dominated by pictures of people-free landscapes and whales,
often juxtaposed against images of industrial development in the Pilbara
region (just south of the Kimberley and an international mining hub). TWS
said little about Indigenous people or their rights, but did argue that the gas
hub would have social impacts alongside the environmental ramiﬁcations:
We are a conservation organisation and we can see that this gas hub will have
disastrous environment and social impacts, and as far as we’re concerned
we’re obligated to oppose it. (Peter Robertson, Campaigns Co-ordinator of
The Wilderness Society Western Australia, Perth, interview)

Indigenous vision of a sustainable future
In Cape York there were Indigenous voices and groups supportive of the
Wild Rivers Act (Skilton et al. 2014). A coalition of north Queensland
Indigenous groups’ opposed to Federal government plans to water down
the Act argued ‘Wild Rivers is supporting the proper Indigenous management of country including homelands-based initiatives and sustainable
enterprise, and provides important employment, training and capacity
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building opportunities for our people’ (Claudie and Yanner 2010, no
pagination).
Wild River contestations led to changing local and regional Indigenous
political assemblages (Smith 2005a, Holmes 2011, Slater 2013). Traditional
Owners located on the country in question found themselves in opposition
to regional Indigenous organisations (such as Balkunu) about who had the
right to speak on behalf of, look after and manage country. There were
‘modernists, reformists, regions-focused visions of Indigenous futures, forcefully presented by Noel Pearson against more traditionalist, local-focused
visions held by many community leaderships’ (Holmes 2011, p. 54). These
‘local-focused visions’ often articulated a diﬀerent economic vision for the
region, one that involved economic development that maintained existing
environmental conditions.
In the Kimberley, those Indigenous activists opposed to the Browse
proposal, particularly members of the Goolarabooloo community, collaborated with some of the environmental organisations, especially TWS, EK
and WWF, in developing alternative economic models for the region that
would enable careful environmental management alongside sustainable
economic futures. These plans, however, were often small-scale, in the
early stages of development and in many ways employed a diﬀerent conceptual interpretation of what the economy constituted – a focus on basic
income provision and on-country jobs rather than a concern with GDP and
export revenue (Strickland-Munro and Moore 2013). In 2005 EK had
worked alongside the KLC and the Australian Conservation Foundation
(ACF) in having a roundtable discussion in Fitzroy Crossing about developing alternative economic options particularly for Indigenous communities (Hill et al. 2005). The meeting produced 11 principles on how
development should proceed in the Kimberley.
Environmental groups’ negotiations and multi-scalar conversations
The ﬁnal competing political narrative was the least visible. In Cape York,
despite publically appearing to ignore Indigenous people, TWS had long
worked with a variety of Indigenous activists. TWS had been heavily
involved in a process of negotiation of environmental protection plans,
along with the ACF and CAFNEC, with many Indigenous representatives
and pastoralists. Together they signed the Cape York Heads of Agreement
(1996), a groundbreaking formal agreement on how to environmentally
manage Cape York, which by 2005 had fallen apart.
TWS learnt from the failure of the Cape York Heads of Agreement,
shifted scales in its work with Indigenous groups, and built relations with
many Traditional Owners. As Kerryn O’Conor, North Queensland
Campaigner at TWS (Cairns) reﬂected,
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talking to people on the ground, particularly at the Traditional Owner level,
there’s a lot of support for conservation outcomes, but when you draw back
from that and you get involved in the more regional politics, that’s when it
starts getting murky and diﬃcult. (interview)

There was recognition not just of the complexity of Indigenous politics in
Cape York but that there was a division in Indigenous communities
between those who lived on country and Indigenous organisations that
claimed to represent regions. Of particular relevance to the Wild Rivers
Act was the approach TWS took to land tenure and land rights. Moving
away from their historic emphasis of securing the establishment of new
National Parks, in Cape York TWS took a more ﬂexible approach to land
ownership which was ‘not about trying to secure a particular area in the
form of a protected area, it’s about trying to put in place a management
framework that allows particular land development to occur but doesn’t
allow other development to occur’ (Kerryn O’Conor, interview). In other
words, it mattered less to TWS who owned the land and more what
development was permitted, and so Wild Rivers, which was not about
land ownership but about excluding certain forms of development, ﬁtted
this new TWS approach.
EK is a Broome-based environmental group that since 1996 has been
working on collaborative environmental campaigns with Traditional
Owners and was a key driver of the James Price Point campaign. It began
by opposing a project to introduce large-scale cotton farming in the Fitzroy
valley and grew into organising a number of diﬀerent campaigns, educational events and running natural and cultural resource management projects. It has always had strong ties to the Indigenous KLC and consequently
it ‘has been our . . . priority to retain that publicly and we would never speak
out against the KLC’ (Kate Golson, Environs Kimberley, Broome, interview). The relationship with KLC became problematic as KLC supported
the Browse LNG development:
it became clear to board members and the wider membership that EK was
not advocating against the gas hub . . . and it led to a breakaway group
forming – EK members who wanted to see the organisation say ‘no sorry
our mission is this, it’s diﬀerent to KLC’s. (Golson, interview)

For EK, navigating whom in the Indigenous communities to work with,
especially in the context of their formal ties with KLC, was diﬃcult. On the
one hand, ‘EK needs to talk with the TO’s as much as it does to the KLC’
(Golson, interview), yet:
We’ve continued to have meetings with the KLC and agreed to disagree on
the gas . . . we haven’t actually come to support the Traditional Owners that
don’t want it, what we are doing is sticking to our position of opposing the
gas hub. (Martin Pritchard, Environs Kimberley, Broome, interview)
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Likewise EK balanced a focus on their group mission – protecting the
environment – in their opposition to the gas hub, therefore they ‘haven’t
worked on the Aboriginal heritage side of things’ (Pritchard, interview),
with publically recognising that Indigenous issues were implicit in the
campaign:
If you look at the leaﬂet . . . we have actually mentioned the cultural heritage,
and there’s a quote there from Joseph Roe [Goolarabooloo Traditional
Owner] and that’s the Lurujarri heritage trail. So we haven’t actually not
included information about cultural heritage. (Pritchard, interview)

While EK maintained their nuanced position publically, in practice several
members became active and vital members of the ‘No Gas’ campaign. Other
national environmental organisations took a diﬀerent stance. WWF had
long been involved in shaping the Browse LNG proposal, and working on a
number of diﬀerent, often small-scale, projects in a bid to develop alternative economic options:
We’ve been trying to guide how that development occurs . . . and also to
create a signiﬁcant beneﬁts package for Aboriginal people without using the
James Price Point option as the lever around which those assistance packages
would be deployed . . . what we want to do is promote environmentally
compatible development. (Paul Gamblin, WWF, Perth, interview)

Consequently, WWF did not assert direct opposition to the Browse LNG
proposal but instead sought to help Indigenous activists secure the best
deal they could for the environment and economically. Overall, many
environmental groups put extended eﬀort into collaborating with
Indigenous groups in both regions and sought to operate across many
scales.

Understanding black–green relations
By examining these competing political narratives, it is possible to identify
six characteristics of black–green relations in Australia. First, despite a
media narrative of environmentalists and Indigenous activists being on
opposing sides, there is not a simple opposition between Indigenous and
environmental activists. Instead the multiple competing positions taken by
Indigenous and environmental groups are made visible through this analysis. These relations are messy, negotiated and contingent. They pivot on
contrasting values and multiple diverse interests and are expressed through
particular modes of contestation.
Second, this complexity is evidence by a long history of black–green
conversations, negotiations, collaborations, informal agreements and meetings where Indigenous and environmental activists have sought to navigate
their diﬀerences and identify points of agreement. These conversations took
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place on multiple scales and were far more complex than the public
narrative of southern-based and distant environmental organisations suggests (Christoﬀ 2016). Having struggled to work at the regional scale with
Cape York Heads of Agreement (1996), for example, TWS sought to work
with Indigenous activists on scales that were self-determined, ‘new scales of
coexistence’ (Howitt 2006, p. 64), where Indigenous concerns were not
imposed from above, but neither reduced to the local.
The issue is not that these conversations had not taken place, but rather
that there continues to be disagreement amongst Indigenous communities
and their multiple leaderships as to who has the right to speak on behalf of
the many diﬀerent countries and the region. Eddie Barney (Chairman of
Mossman Gorge Aboriginal Community, Mossman Gorge, interview) cautioned that environmentalists had to adhere to Indigenous protocols in
order to speak with the right people, otherwise ‘you will have
[Indigenous] members who will pretty much speak on all and every issue
but it doesn’t work like that’. Yet as exempliﬁed in the tensions between
Noel Pearson and Traditional Owners, it remains unclear who is speaking
on behalf of whom and therefore how many people must be consulted, as
Nicky Hungerford (Campaigner, CAFNEC, Cairns, interview) notes ‘you go
to the Land Council and visit 18 mobs1 and then all their clan groups’, and
yet might still be accused of not speaking to the right people.
In response to this complexity, environmental organisations sought to
work with those who wanted to work with them (rather than necessarily
secure agreement from all Indigenous people aﬀected) and worked with
‘middle people’: ‘There’s usually someone in whichever community we
work with who straddles both worlds. If you don’t have that, I’d actually
argue that cultural diﬀerence is so huge that it’s almost impossible to have a
deep working relationship’ (Schneiders, interview). These cultural interpreters help environmentalists liaise with, and navigate the culture of,
Indigenous people, and they have spent time, and built relationships of
trust, with Indigenous people on country.
Third, environmental groups struggle to advocate for, and articulate, a
peopled-landscape. Too often environmental campaigns made no mention
of how people ﬁtted into the environment. TWS used empty landscape
pictures and campaign literature that failed to mention the existence of
people, let alone Traditional Owners. This approach contradicts Indigenous
belief that: ‘the way to look after country is not by keeping Indigenous
people oﬀ it, but to allow them to go back and interact with that country so
that proper biodiversity is maintained’ (Arnold Wallis, Chairperson of the
Wuthathi Tribal Council and ex-ACF Indigenous Liaison Oﬃcer, Cairns,
interview). However, environmentalists who spent extended time in these
regions – Cape York or the Kimberley – did begin to problematise the
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notion of an ‘untouched’ landscape and were aﬀected by Indigenous
ontologies.
Fourth, funding matters. How the diﬀerent activist groups are funded
shapes how they campaign. TWS is reliant upon a supporter base that it
subsequently has to attract, appease and retain:
Aboriginal people are becoming more aware of what political clout they
actually have now in Australia, through legislation and the diﬀerent acts I
think that’s attracted more resources . . . whereas volunteer organisations
still have to go out in the koala bear suits with their bucket every Friday
night. (Cliﬀ Cobbo, Aboriginal Land Management Facilitator, Burdekin
Dry Tropics Board, Townsville, interview)

Other conservation organisations, such as the Australian Wildlife
Conservancy, which establish protective sanctuaries by purchasing land,
rely more on large philanthropic donations that reduce their need to
respond to membership demands. The WWF accepts corporate sponsorship. Yet activist campaign organisations are usually underfunded and
ﬁnancially fragile and ultimately funding and money can challenge and
shape the intentions of all involved in these campaigns.
Fifth, Indigenous activists use anti-environmental rhetoric to promote particular types of economic solutions. The debate often became crystallised into a
binary between the environment and the economy, yet actually the contention
was more accurately about what form and type of economy was appropriate and
sustainable in these regions. Finally, there was often evidence of a lack of trust
between Indigenous and environmental groups. These relationships take considerable time to build, what Sweeney notes as ‘a three T formula for working
with Aboriginal people . . . Talk, Time and Trust and you only get the third by the
combination of the ﬁrst two’ (Dave Sweeney, Nuclear Campaigner, ACF,
Melbourne, interview). Indeed the notion of what trust meant was unclear.
While trust might entail an expectation of continued alliance and support, it
could mean a looser sense of mutual respect and active listening.

Moving forward
From the analysis of these case studies, it is possible to suggest three
potential ways forward in black–green relations in Australia. First, environmentalists need to articulate the inseparability of environment and
people, that people are an inherent part of the environment, just like
other animals, and therefore that it is futile to seek to protect an
‘untouched’ environment. This is because, as Indigenous people have
long argued, the environment is a lived, lived-in and dynamic space.
The environment and culture are inseparable because they co-constitute
each other. All forms of the environment have in some way been
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transformed by humans. As Soper (1999, p. 56) argues, ‘much of which
ecologists loosely refer to as “natural” is indeed a product of culture, both
in the physical sense and in the sense that perceptions of its beauties and
value are culturally shaped’. To accept that the environment must include
people would aid the development of more ﬂexible and inclusive environmentalist ontologies and enable more environmentalists to incorporate
social justice issues in their campaigns.
Second, it is necessary for environmentalists to be open about their
Indigenous liaison work. Environmental organisations are reticent to advertise their eﬀorts at collaboration with Indigenous groups precisely because
environmentalists understand the dangers of being perceived to ‘use’
Indigenous people to their advantage. Instead, environmental groups who
have done considerable work with Indigenous activists are careful to ensure
that they do not claim to speak on their behalf, that they are not perceived
as seeking to co-opt them, and that they are not assuming their support.
Rather, environmentalists have been quite careful in how they have portrayed themselves as standing-alongside or supporting Indigenous activists.
In the Walmadan case, TWS was clearly supportive of Indigenous
Traditional Owners such as Joseph Roe and Richard Hunter, but were
always clear that they were ‘working-with’ and ‘shared support for’
Indigenous ideas. This is a ﬁne line to walk, but a necessary balance that
created space for both Indigenous and environmental autonomy within the
campaign.
The question remains whether environmental organisations in Australia
should enhance their relationships with Indigenous communities, to counter the inaccurate myths and stereotypes about Indigenous people, and to
publicise their on-going negotiations and relationships. While publicity
would help counter the dominant stereotypes of Indigenous people and
quash the many accusations of environmental groups being blind to issues
of indigeneity, it would likely muddy the political waters by diluting the
environmental protection message and risk accusations of co-option by
Indigenous activists. Organisations such as the Indigenous Environmental
Foundation therefore argue that environmentalists should concentrate on
supporting already-existing Indigenous initiatives, such as Land and Sea
management Centres and should openly lobby support for Indigenous
initiatives (IEP 2008):
The environment movement was naively, or ignorantly, utilising that power
imbalance . . . to lever outcomes that weren’t in the interests of the
Indigenous people . . . what they need to do is simply support Indigenous
environment initiatives.. . . Assign your people into the Aboriginal organisations to work for them. (Michael Winer, Chief Executive Oﬃcer and one of
the founders of Indigenous Enterprise Partnerships, Cairns, interview)
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Third, a much more nuanced and complex discussion is required about
economic opportunities. While extractive industries have in recent years
improved the beneﬁts they oﬀer Indigenous communities, they are unlikely to be an economic panacea (Mills 2011, O’Faircheallaigh 2013).
While cautious of placing any more burden upon Indigenous activists
and not suggesting that they have any particular responsibility to work
diﬀerently with environmental groups, it is necessary to move beyond the
dualism of environment or economy. As Anthony Esposito, National
Manager – Indigenous Conservation Program, TWS, argued, ‘what we
need is more development in the economic sphere so that we can prove
that there is a diﬀerent development pathway’ (Brisbane, interview).
While not disregarding the economic beneﬁts of natural resource extraction, more needs to be done to support notions of ‘hybrid’ Indigenous
economies that work for the Indigenous communities involved, are
regionally and climatically appropriate, and are able to produce livelihoods (Altman 2012). Environmental groups have begun to take seriously the need to tackle economic issues as part of environmental
concerns. TWS is developing a conservation economy approach that
uses eco-tourism, ecosystem services and carbon management as sources
of alternative income. But much broader discussion needs to take place
about a variety of economic types and possibilities.

Conclusions
There is no simple black–green division. The issue, for environmental
politics, is the extent to which current perceptions that environmental
organisations do not value Indigenous concerns are risking the eﬀectiveness
of environmental groups. Such a perception did limit TWS eﬀectiveness in
maintaining the Wild Rivers Act in Queensland but, perhaps learning from
such encounters, they were more successful in articulating their collaboration with Traditional Owners in the Kimberley in the later stages of their
campaign; learning how to articulate the complexity of Indigenous environmental relations to an audience (supporters, politicians and media) who
thrive on sound bites and simplicity is never going to be easy.
While long-term stable collaborations have proved diﬃcult to sustain,
both Indigenous activists and environmental groups are developing better
understandings of what might be possible. Tuck and Yang (2012) suggest
that decolonisation is so fundamentally unsettling of settler ontologies and
epistemologies that only ﬂeeting temporal moments of alliance – what they
call ‘strategic and contingent collaboration’ (p. 28) – are likely (also see
Muller 2014). As the social and environmental landscape of Australia
continues to change, it is necessary for environmental groups to reﬂect on
how they navigate and articulate their alliances with Indigenous people, and
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how Indigenous groups navigate and articulate their alliances with environmentalists (Foley 2000). Otherwise, a rhetoric of black versus green, of
environment versus economy, and of green colonialism versus Indigenous
autonomy will problematically continue.

Note
1. The term ‘mob’ is Australian slang for a group of people (often friends or
family).
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